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Dear Dr Williams
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The European Scanning Centre in Cardiff - Open & Upright MRI lmaging

I am delighted to inform you that the European Scanning Centre, located at Cardiff Gate Business Park

opened for patients from 27rh March 2OI7 and we are now accepting bookings for imaging.

The new Centre will replace the UME partially open scanner which used to be at this location and

which closed a few months ago. We have invested over f 1.5m in the new Centre which has been

completely reequipped and refurbished to a 5* standard and featuresa fullyopen and upright MRI

Scanner (MrOpen, Paramed Medical Systems), which will be the only open and upright MRI scanner in

Wales.

ESC deployed its first MrOpen MRI scanner at our London premises 4 years ago and it has been in

significant demand since then. We are at the forefront of developing the clinical applications and

benefits of upright MRI imaging and two years ago we installed a further MrOpen in Manchester;
Cardiff will be our third Centre.

I appreciate that you are likely to have an existing preferred MRI imaging facility which meets many of
your needs, but would encourage you to experience our distinctly unique facility.

The MrOpen is exactly what the name says - a MRI scanner which is fully open to the sky, and as such it
delivers five fundamental benefits:

- the completely open nature of the scanner, combined with its quietness of operation, enables

claustrophobic patients to be imaged without discomfort, or the need for sedation or even

anaesthetization. Older patients who find supine scanning very difficult, and young children can be

scanned with ease

- the MrOpen allows you to have your patients imaged in their position of maximum symptoms,

whether that be lying, sitting, or standing. We know from our experience with an MrOpen in

London and Manchester that this unique ability to image in an upright position reveals significant
abnormalities in a high proportion of patients which are not demonstrated using a conventional
supine MRI scanner

- the unique nature of the MrOpen MRlenables imaging in fullextension/flexion positions which is

also not possible with conventional scanners
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- the width between the two vertical magnets also allows larger bariatric patients to be imaged who

would not be accommodated in a conventional narrow MRI machine

- finally, the MrOpen MRI utilizes Nobel Prize winning superconductor technology developed for the

CERN Particle Accelerator project in Switzerland, which avoids the need for liquid helium to cool

the magnets. The MrOpen is simply cooled by chilled water. The end result is more
environmentally friendly scanner, but very importantly for patients, a much quieter scanner with
significantly reduced vibration.

We are fully aware that a 5 Star patient experience and advanced technology scanning is only a part of
the overall service that a referring clinician needs from an imaging provider. The following important
points are also covered by our service:

1. we offer "no delay" appointments to suit your patients, within 24 hours or even same day if
requested

2. the resultant images will be reported either by one of our team of leading MSK or neurology
specialist radiologists or, if you prefer, by a radiologist of your choice

3. we undertake to provide you with our images and radiologist report within 24 hours or on a faster

basis if that is what you require

4. we are able to report to you by any means of communication you desire, from online transfer, on

disc, or indeed on paper.

Our pricing for self-pay patients is transparent and, despite the MrOpen's increased capital cost and

unique clinicaladvantages, highly competitive with open MRlscanners in other parts of the UK, and

with many of the conventional closed-bore MRI scanners in our area. For insured patients we are

covered by all of the leading PMI providers.

I understand that you are extremely busy and time is limited but invite you to visit our Centre and

inspect our scanning technology in person as well as discuss your imaging requirements or questions in
more detail. In the meantime, I enclose some referral forms should you decide to try our services. We

are strategically situated adjacent to the M4 with excellent access by road, rail and air travel, and our
Centre has ample parking.

We look forward to welcoming the patients that you refer to us, but please do not hesitate to contact
me if you have any questions on any aspects.

Yours sincerely
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Melanie Jones

Centre Manager


